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The Mr. Novak television series debuted on September 24, 1963. It aired on Tuesday 
night during the 7:30-to-8:30 time slot and was broadcast on NBC. “First Year, First 
Day” received primarily positive reviews and the show appeared to be a hit. Typical of 
these critiques was the coverage in the trade publication Daily Variety:

“Mr. Novak,” Metro’s new series about a high school teacher, is an excellent 
dramatic effort, a worthy stablemate to the Culver City lot’s “Dr. Kildare.” Joseph 
Stefano’s well-written script skillfully captures the aura of a high school, he endows 
his characters with life-like realism, and absorbing characters and situations emerge. 
Unquestionably, “Novak” is one of the standouts of the new season which heretofore 
has been generally drab. It’s a slick, class production benefitting not only from the 
fine story, but from overall better-than-average performances, and the perceptive 
direction of Boris Sagal, who created the series with producer E. Jack Neuman. 
Overall production is excellent.

As the teacher, Franciscus performs with conviction and restraint. He’s ideally 
cast as the young tutor who defies “the system” to meet what he considers his 
responsibilities on his own. The spirit of dedication and zeal comes over solidly, 
yet humanly, so that the teacher isn’t a stuffed shirt. Dean Jagger is excellent as the 
principal, a man of firmness, who also has humor, compassion and consideration. 
Lee Kinsolving’s portrayal of the would-be dropout was well-shaded and realistic. 
Gloria Talbott, Stephen Franken, Ann Shoemaker, Edward Asner and Marian Collier 
provided good support. Lyn Murray’s score adds much to the overall. “Mr. Novak” 
should be around for a number of semesters. — Daku, Daily Variety, 9/26/63.

Reviews of all of the first season’s telecasts can be found in the episode guide.
The September issue of ’TEEN magazine 

contained the first of many monthly columns 
written by James Franciscus. Although he was 
wary of the TV and movie fan magazines, he had 
agreed to write the columns for this quality teen 
publication. The columns would include such 
varying topics as cheating, classroom romances, 
scholastics versus athletics, volunteer work, 
teenage support groups, and more. Franciscus’s 
wife Kitty recalled his commitment to writing for 
’TEEN magazine:

Jim really took his writing of the columns 
seriously. Even though he had a heavy schedule 
with the series, he enjoyed writing them. As he 
originally wanted to be a journalism major at 
Yale, he was in his element. ’TEEN had a large 
circulation and Jim told me he was glad to make 
a constructive impact on his many young fans of 

the show. According to the publisher, the reaction to his columns was very positive 
and Jim was pleased with the response. — Int.
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Subjects of all of the columns 
can be found in the appendix.

The production of new 
episodes continued with “A 
Feeling for Friday” which 
featured Diane Baker as a 
former flame of Novak:

It was a satisfying 
experience working on 
the series. Mr. Novak was 
a quality production in 
the acting, direction, and 
scripts. A series of class and 
distinction. I especially loved 
the writing which was honest 
and thought provoking. 
James Franciscus was a first-
rate actor to work with. — 
Interview.

The next episode to be filmed 
was “Pay the Two Dollars” in 
which Mr. Novak is accused 

of injuring a student. The teacher feels he is 
innocent but is asked to settle by a lawyer 
played by Martin Landau:

I thought my character of attorney Victor 
Rand was of a guy who preferred to take the 
simple route. As a lawyer, he chose what he 
did so he didn’t have to work so hard. He 
wasn’t a trial lawyer but in this case he had 
to be one. Part of resistance was self-doubt. 
I liked to see confusion in a character. — 
Interview.

In several scenes the lawyer is absent 
mindedly playing with a small puzzle. Landau 
conceived this seemingly incongruous 
action to add shade and depth to his 
characterization:

The use of puzzles that the attorney 
played with was my idea. A character who 
amuses himself takes the easy road. He 

Diane Baker and Franciscus in “A Feeling for Friday”
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wanted to settle but came across Mr. Novak who states he’s innocent and is a guy 
who refuses compromise. I was impressed with him even though he scared me. In 
a later scene with Jim in a bar my character was playing with two intertwined nails. 
Jim liked that so much he tagged the scene by taking the nails from me and playing 
with them. That was spontaneous and came out of the moment. Jim Franciscus was 
very professional and always letter perfect. E. Jack Neuman ran the show. He was a 
very good writer and producer and excellent at what he did. He would sometimes 
come to the set to observe filming. — Interview.

Tom Lowell played the injured student and was pleased to be cast in the episode:

When I received the script, I thought it was an interesting character, and much 
different from the characters I usually got cast in, the very pleasant typical teen. This 
guy was a real jerk. James Franciscus was a very sincere actor, giving you the same 
performance in your close up as he did in the master shot. I did not meet with Dean 
Jagger. I think they lifted the scene in which he is laughing at some school assembly 
from another show. He was not around when I was there. — Interview.

Dean Jagger had been absent during filming as he was sidelined by an illness which 
would reappear during the series’ run:

Early “casualty” of the new season is Dean Jagger of “Mr. Novak” — ulcers. 
Hospitalized in La Jolla, Jagger will be out of the Metro series a fortnight, Jim 
Franciscus takes over the full load for the next couple of segs. — Army Archerd, 
“Just for Variety,” Daily Variety, 9/30/63.

The September issue of the NEA Journal carried an article entitled “Meet Mr. 
Novak.” This monthly publication of the National Education Association praised the 
new show and described the superior level of research toward authenticity that would 
characterize the series:

As Executive Producer E. Jack Neuman told 9,000 teachers who previewed the 
pilot of Mr. Novak at the NEA convention this summer in Detroit, “We’re gathering 
stories which we hope will cover the whole range of problems teachers face always 
with our eyes on the importance of the teacher’s job on the American scene.” A 
stickler for accurate detail, Neuman ordered the show’s writers to spend hours in 
their neighborhood high schools. To further ensure that Mr. Novak accurately reflects 
real problems and real schools, the first draft of each script is submitted to the NEA, 
which in turn reviews it with panels of working educators — high school teachers 
and administrators for the most part. Hardworking and enthusiastic “Novak” 
panels now include teachers from many Southern California school districts. They 
are backstopped by panels of educators recruited from a number of Eastern and 
Midwestern cities.

In early October, a brief piece in a syndicated show business gossip column 
mentioned a possible feud between the two leads of the show:
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POUTY PAIR — Dean Jagger and Jim Franciscus, stars of “Mr. Novak,” retire 
to opposite sides of the set when not emoting. They just don’t like each other and 
apparently make no bones about it.

This perceived conflict was without factual basis. Both actors had a great deal of 
dialogue to learn and prided themselves on being letter perfect. After a scene was 
completed they would retire to their dressing rooms to run lines.

Franciscus’ wife Kitty never saw evidence of any dislike between the two actors:

I remember Dean and Jim liking each other. They had total respect. There was 
never a feud between them. I was on the set once and after a take Dean and Jim 
laughed at some kind of private joke. Jim liked him a lot. — Int.

Property master Bob Schultz also saw no antagonism between the series’ leads:

I was on the set every day for both seasons and never saw any feuding between 
Jim and Dean. They were always cordial and respected each other as professional 
actors. Dean was like, “Just show me the words.” Sometimes Jim would make a 
suggestion for a line reading but there was never any animosity between them. Jim 
and Dean always worked well together. — Int.

Marian Collier didn’t observe any discontent between the main actors:

I never saw any feuding per se between Jim and Dean. If anything, I think if 
anything Jim may have slightly resented everyone going to Dean. When Dean was on 
the set, he was it — but there was no feud. Jim and Dean were cordial professionals 
who respected each other. — Int.

In the forthcoming year, the press 
would attempt to create a conflict 
similar to that which had occurred 
between Richard Chamberlain and 
Raymond Massey on the Dr. Kildare 
set.

October brought the broadcasts 
of “To Lodge and Dislodge,” “I 
Don’t Even Live Here” and “X Is the 
Unknown Factor.”

During this time, after a slight 
delay due to Dean Jagger’s illness, 
“A Thousand Voices” went into 
production. It was the story of a 
rebellious youth. The lead was played 
by popular singer Frankie Avalon 
who had been known for frothy teen 
musicals:Dean and Jim take a smoke break during filming
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I was really looking forward to working 
on the show. It was my first dramatic role 
and I liked the part of the alienated teenager. 
It was a real stretch from my previous acting 
and Richard Donner’s directing skills helped 
me to achieve a very good performance. 
Franciscus and Jagger were great actors 
and I learned a lot by working with them. 
The episode had an unhappy finish as my 
character ended up a lost soul. It was realistic 
and cutting edge. — Interview.

An especially well-done episode about 
racial discrimination, “A Single Isolated 
Incident,” aired later in October. It concerned 
abuse against an African American coed and 
was generally praised by the critics. There 
was a harrowing performance by semi-regular 
Gloria Calomeé in the lead.

As the month of October was ending, production began on “The Boy Without a 
Country,” which told the tale of a Russian exchange student who had trouble adapting 
to life in an American school. The part was played by neophyte actor Walter Koenig:

A month earlier I had tested for the 
lead. I had never done any dialects. My 
father was from Russia and I remembered 
how he spoke. Joe Augusta was the casting 
director. I had worked with him on a low 
budget film called “Strange Love.” He 
called me to read for the role of Aleksei. I 
read for a previous director who liked my 
stoic interpretation of the character who I 
felt was uncomfortable in his new home 
in America. I didn’t hear for a day or so 
and called Joe. He told me they weren’t 
happy with the script and were reworking 
some aspects of the production. In the 
down time the director decided to test 
other actors. Another read wildly different 
from my subdued interpretation and the 
director loved the new kid. I was told to 
come in again and read. I was quiet and read 
the way I did the first time. The director 
wanted me to read like the other kid and 
I refused. He gave the other boy the part. 
Shortly thereafter Dean Jagger became ill 
and they postponed the episode.

Mr. Novak is puzzled by Russian 
exchange student Aleksei’s aloofness 

(photo courtesy of Walter Koenig)

Peter Ford and Frankie Avalon in  
“A Thousand Voices”
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